Abstract. The production mechanism of light nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHC) in seawater was investigated during the North Atlantic atmospheric chemistry program (NATAC) in April and May 1991 in the European coastal seas and the North Atlantic. A significant alkene production occurred in the presence of light only. Under conditions of negligible NMHC emissions (low wind velocity) increasing hydrocarbon concentrations were observed during daytime, whereas the concentrations remained constant during night. NMHC formation experiments were carried out with seawater filled in quartz glass bottles and showed the same dependence of light. Experiments with differently pretreated seawater samples indicated that the presence of dissolved organic material (DOM) is also necessary for alkene production. We suggest a two-step production mechanism for alkenes: first DOM is released, probably from algae, then part of this material is photochemically transformed into alkenes. The production rates in the quartz glass bottles were comparable to the production rates in the ocean surface. This indicates that the processes occurring in the experimental setups represent the processes occurring in the field. Since the production-and emission rates were in the same range it can be concluded that the budget of light alkenes in the remote marine environment is determined by the production in seawater as the dominant source and the flux into the atmosphere as the main loss process.
As early as 1970, Linnenbom and Swinnerton suggested a relationship between hydrocarbon concentration in seawater and biological activity. This was supported by laboratory experiments of Wilson et al. [1970] . They used either cultures of the algae Chaetoceros or cell-free water to which dissolved organic material (DOM) from various phytoplankton cultures had been added. In the case of illumination they found a production of carbon monoxide and C 2 to C 4 hydrocarbons in the Chaetoceros cultures, whereas in the cell-free setup only CO and the unsaturated hydrocarbons were produced with the production rates depending on initial DOM -concentrations. From these results, Wilson et al. [1970 Wilson et al. [ , p. 1579 suggested that the dissolved organic material in the ocean is "one source from which unsaturated hydrocarbons might be produced in the illuminated zone" and that "additional production by organisms is also possible." However, they finally stated, that "the situation has yet to be clarified." As far as we know, no further systematic investigations of the NMHC production mechanism were done, except some simultaneous measurements of NMHC concentrations and several biological parameters [Zsolnay, 1973; 1977 
METHODS
The NMHC concentrations were measured in-situ using a gas chromatographic system installed in a laboratory container. Seawater was pumped continuously from a stainless steel inlet at the hull of the ship to a degassing device in the container. The depth of sampling was 2.5 m below the water surface. Before analysis the tubes and the degassing device were flushed with seawater. Then filtered samples of 1 L volume were transferred into a stripping chamber and purged with helium. Subsequently, the NMHC were cryogenically concentrated from the purge gas at liquid nitrogen temperature and analysed by FID/GC (flame ionisation detector gas chromatography Hydrocarbon formation experiments were conducted in the North Atlantic using seawater from the inlet system. For this purpose quartz glass bottles were filled with seawater of known hydrocarbon content and exposed to sunlight or kept dark. Subsequently, the bottles were either exposed to sunlight or kept dark by covering them with aluminium foil. At different exposure times the samples were analyzed as described above. Details of the experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1 .
In order to determine the number of bacteria in the quartz glass bottles samples of 100 mL were taken from each bottle, fixed with 10 mL 17% formalin and stored at 6øC. The bacteria were counted by epifiuorescence microscopy.
During the whole cruise every morning water samples from different depths were taken with Niskien samplers. From these samples the chlorophyll a concentration was measured and the phytoplankton density and species composition were determined aboard the ship as described by Parsons et al. [1984] . Meteorological parameters like wind speed and solar irradiation were measured every hour. (Table 2 ). In the dark samples the concentration of propene and 1-butene remained constant, onl•y for ethene a statistically significant increase (5.3 pmolL-ld -1, r=0.98) was observed. This observation was confirmed in a second experiment (E2) (see Table 2 ). In experiment E2 differently pretreated, illuminated subsets were investigated in addition to an unfiltered, dark experimental subset. The results for ethene are plotted in Table 2 ).
RESULTS

In a first experiment (El
The biological parameters in seawater concerning the experiments and the diurnal variations are summarized in The comparison between illuminated and dark samples indicates that a substantial alkene production only occurred in illuminated samples. In addition, the alkene concentrations in filtered samples were significantly lower than in unfiltered samples. In the following we investigate whether our measurements support the hypothesis of a two step production mechanism for alkenes in seawater: first dissolved organic material (DOM) is released, probably from algae, then the DOM is photochemically transformed into alkenes.
In case of a direct alkene production by organisms no alkene increase should occur in the filtered samples (experiment E2). However, in the filtered samples an alkene production was still observed, although at a significantly lower rate. There are two possible explanations for this finding. The first is that a few organisms remained in the samples in spite of filtering, which account for a photobiological alkene production. The second possibility is that both the filtered and the unfiltered samples provided precursors for a photochemical alkene production -probably dissolved organic material (DOM). In the following we will present evidence supporting the latter explanation. First we have to concern the efficiency of filtering. We have experimental evidence that bacteria were still present If the bacteria would account for a direct photobiological alkene production the 0.6-•m filtered and the unfiltered samples should exhibit very similar alkene production rates. This obviously was not the case (Figure 3) . In case of a sole photobiological alkene production by algae or by an interaction of algae and bacteria, no alkene production should occure in the 0.2-[xm filtered samples, which does not aggree with our experimental findings (Figure 3) . Therefore we can conclude from our experiments that a photochemical mechanism is definitely involved in alkene production, although the existence of an additional photobiological mechanism cannot be completely excluded. The photochemical alkene production requires the presence of dissolved organic material. Assuming the irradiation to be constant, the alkene production rate therefore should depend on the concentration of DOM. In our experiments the lower production rates in the filtered samples therefore are probably due to reduced availability of DOM in these samples. A lower concentration of DOM can be due to different reasons.
The first is that the DOM is released by algae. Hence a reduced number of algae would lead to a decrease in DOM concentration. There are some hints from experiment E2 that organisms with a diameter > 0.6 [xm, probably algae, are a possible source of DOM. In contrast to the very similar bacteria densities in the unfiltered samples and the 0.6-•m filtered samples (Figure 4) , there was a significant difference between the alkene production rates in these samples ( Figure 3, Table 2 ). Hence it is likely that the algae are involved in the release of the alkene precursors rather than the bacteria. However, the conclusion concerning the algae in the quartz bottles as the source of DOM is only valid if the DOM is photochemically transformed into alkenes within one or two days. In case of slower turnover rates the photochemical active DOM is not influenced by the presence or absence of organisms at least up to several days, i.e., the duration of our experiments. At ?resent we have no information about the times of DOM turnover.
There is a second explanation for lower DOM concentrations in the filtered samples. One should consider that DOM is defined as organic molecules smaller than 0.45
•m. Thus, in our experiments the DOM concentration perhaps was reduced by adsorbtion at the filter material or even by retaining the macromolecules on the filter. It is conceivable that depending on the chemical structure of the DOM components only part of the DOM can act as alkene precursors. Unfortunately, no DOM measurements -neither before nor after filtering -are available. There seems to exist even a negative relationship between the presence of bacteria and the alkene production rate. Generally, in samples with reduced number of algae but with unchanged number of bacteria (0.6 •m filtered) the alkene production rate in the first 96 hours of exposition was lower than the production rate in samples containing no algae and only few bacteria (0.2 •m filtered) ( Table 2 ). This may indicate either a direct alkene destruction or, more likely, an uptake of the organic alkene precursors by heterotrophic bacteria.
Finally, we will compare the experimentally obtained hydrocarbon production rates in unfiltered seawater with the field production rates measured in the diurnal variations (Table 2) In the North Sea, where the measurements of diurnal variations were made, the phytoplankton density was about two orders of magnitude smaller than in the North Atlantic, where the bottle experiments were conducted (Table 3) . If the actually existing algae are considered as the main source for DOM the differences in the production rates should have been much more distinct. Possibly other effects compensated for the lower phytoplankton density. The first effect is the light intensity. In the North Sea, the light intensity indeed exceeded that in the North Atlantic: the average energy irradiation was 248 J m -2 s -1, during the experiments in the North Atlantic it was 106 J m -2 s -1 (El), and 150 J m -2 s -1, respectively (E2). Another aspect to take into account is the stage of the phytoplankton bloom. In the North Atlantic we found an active bloom of diatoms. In contrast to this, in the North Sea the phytoplankton was dominated by dinofiagellates. This indicates a previous bloom of diatoms, since the dinofiagellates usually follow the diatoms. So, although the actual cell density was low, the deceasing diatoms perhaps provided an increased amount of DOM as precursor for alkenes. This however would support the hypothesis of algae as DOM source, but with DOM turnover rates on a larger time scale.
Comparison of Production Rates and Emission Rates
Plass et al. [1992] concluded indirectly from field measurements that the flux into the atmosphere represents the main loss process for alkenes in the ocean and that other destruction mechanisms -if existing -are of secondary importance. In the following we will test this conclusion for the situations during experiment E1 and E2 (57ø3'N; 15ø9'W, May 3-11 and May 10-16). If this assumption is correct, the production and emission rates should be of comparable magnitude. In order to calculate the hydrocarbon production rates the following assumptions are made. First, the production is proportional to the light intensity. In a first approximation we assume the euphotic layer to be relevant for photochemical alkene formation. The euphotic layer is defined from a biological point of view as the zone in which light intensity is sufficient for phytoplankton growth. It extends to a depth of 1% intensity of the visible light. Second, in the mixed layer there is a homogenous distribution of DOM. Third, the alkene production rate in the glass bottles on deck is identically to the production rate at the ocean surface.
The column-integrated field production rates per unit surface area can be calculated using equation (1) Table 2 (El and E2, unfiltered, illuminated), as well as the integrated column production rates are summarized in Table 4 .
The hydrocarbon emission rates can be calculated using the parametrization of the gas transfer according to Liss and Merlivat [1986] : Table is based on P0, which is production rate in quartz glass bottles, c w is the NMHC concentration in seawater, and k w is the transfer velocity (see equation (4) and (5)). Table 4 the calculated alkene emission rates are given and compared to the column-integrated production rates. For ethene and propene the calculated production rates slightly exceed the emission rates, for 1-butene the pattern is reversed. However, regarding the calculation of both rates, it is likely that the differences at least in part are due to uncertainties of the used parameters. A possible alkene destruction in the ocean cannot be ruled out; however, the results of the comparison between production and emission rates demonstrate that in the investigated area the flux to the atmosphere is the dominant loss process for alkenes.
E = k w * (c w -ca/H )
CONCLUSIONS
The experimentally determined production rates in unfiltered samples (quartz glass bottles) and those from field measurements (diurnal variations) were very similar. Obviously, the production rates obtained in the experiments and diurnal variations only represent a limited oceanic region with a special phytoplankton community, chemical composition, and irradiation conditions. Therefore an extrapolation from these data to other oceanic regions is unwarranted until a more precise and quantitative description of the alkene production mechanism in seawater is available.
